CASSETTE GUARD

KEY FEATURES

» High resistance to physical attack
» Indispensable defence against fraud
» Intuitive touch screen operation
» Multi-user/multi-level keyless control
» Extensive time delay options
» Proven operational track record
The DS50 Cassette Guard utilises the latest hardware and software technology to protect your staff and contractors during ATM Cash Replenishment whilst providing high resistance to physical attack.

Using twin sliding guards, the DS50 restricts access to the cassettes via programmable access codes and time delays. The industry proven electronics use a simple touch screen interface to effortlessly guide users through the replenishment and service processes whilst setting the standard in reliability.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Deters sledge hammers, crowbars, grinders, blow torch etc.
- Reduces staff and CIT fraud
- Highly reliable with proven electronics
- Intuitive touch screen operation
- Full audit trail
- Minimal user training required
- Fits NCR, Wincor and Diebold
- Can be installed rapidly using existing holes without drilling or cutting
- Allows full ATM service access
- Customisable software
- Multiple user levels and PINs
- Time delay and timelocks
- Proven track record
- Protects staff and third party replenishment personnel
- Patented Design
- Suitable for virtually all ATM makes and models
- Alarm system interface